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Abstract: We discuss the diffusion currents occurring in a dilute system and show that the charge
currents do not only depend on gradients in the corresponding charge density, but also on the other
conserved charges in the system—the diffusion currents are therefore coupled. Gradients in one
charge thus generate dissipative currents in a different charge. In this approach, we model the
Navier-Stokes term of the generated currents to consist of a diffusion coefficient matrix, in which
the diagonal entries are the usual diffusion coefficients and the off-diagonal entries correspond to
the coupling of different diffusion currents. We evaluate the complete diffusion matrix for a specific
hadron gas and for a simplified quark-gluon gas, including baryon, electric and strangeness charge.
Our findings are that the off-diagonal entries can range within the same magnitude as the diagonal
ones.
Keywords: Diffusion; Multiple Charge Conservation; Heavy Ion Collisions; Transport Theory

1. Introduction
To study the properties of dense and hot nuclear matter, much attention was given to the
ultrarelativistic collisions of heavy ions. In such collisions, a new state of nuclear matter is produced,
where the quarks and gluons are no longer confined in hadrons, but form a strongly coupled
plasma—the quark-gluon-plasma (QGP). Especially, one is interested in the thermal properties of
this new state, such as the transition from the hadronic phase to the deconfined phase. Therefore,
much effort was invested into uncovering the phase diagram of nuclear matter. To explore the phase
diagram in high baryon density collider experiments, such as the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collidier’s
(RHIC) beam energy scan (BES) program [1–3], collisions are performed at lower collision energies. To
understand the evolution of such collisions, it is essential to understand the transport properties of
nuclear matter. For example, much attention has been focused on the electric conductivity of quark
matter [4–12]. However, since the net-charge density of nuclear matter produced in high energy heavy
ion collisions is almost homogeneously vanishing and dissipative effects due to diffusion are hard to
observe [13], diffusion processes received less attention. On the other hand, this picture changes at
lower energies since the baryo chemical potential can reach high values compared to the temperature
[14,15]. Thus, strong gradients in chemical potentials of the conserved charges are expected. It is
therefore essential to study the effects of these gradients in order to better understand the evolution of
heavy ion collisions at lower energies.
µ
In first order relativistic fluid dynamics, the net charge diffusion current jq of the conserved
µ
charge q is determined by the Navier-Stokes term jq = κq ∇µ αq , where κq is the so-called diffusion
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coefficient and the diffusion current is driven by the spatial gradient (∇µ ≡ ∆µν ∂ν ) in the thermal
potential αq ≡ µq /T, with µq the charge chemical potential and T the temperature. Here, we also
introduced the projector ∆µν ≡ gµν − uµ uν , where gµν is the metric and uµ the fluid velocity. In heavy
ion collisions we must assume at least three conserved charges: baryon number (B), strangeness (S)
and electric charge (Q). In general, hadrons and quarks are carriers of multiple charge types. This
implies a direct coupling between the diffusion currents of different charges of the system. For example,
a hadronic system can consist of strange baryons and thus a gradient in baryo chemical potential
not only generates a diffusive flow of baryon charge but also diffusion currents in strangeness. We
therefore generalize the Navier-Stokes term by including this explicit coupling as


µ





jB
κ BB
µ 
 jQ
=  κ QB
µ
κSB
jS

κ BQ
κ QQ
κSQ

 



κ BS
∇µ α B
κ QS  ·  ∇µ αQ  ,
κSS
∇µ αS

(1)

where the diffusion coefficient is now replaced by a coefficient matrix with entries κqq0 . Therefore,
to describe the diffusive evolution during a heavy ion collision, the diffusion matrix must be evaluated.
The diagonal entries of this matrix are the usual diffusion coefficients of the corresponding charge.
The off-diagonal entries explicitly introduce the coupling discussed above, and to the best of our
knowledge, have never been evaluated before.
We present the derivation of the generalized expression for the diffusion current shown in
Equation (1) from kinetic theory and calculate the complete charge diffusion matrix for the first time,
for the three charges listed above. We perform this task for a dilute hadron resonance gas (HRG) and
for a kinetic theory toy model of the QGP with conserved baryonic, strangeness and electric charge
µ

Nsp.

by solving the (linearized) Boltzmann equation k i ∂µ f ki = ∑ Cij ( x µ , kµ ), with the methods presented
j =1

in [11]. In this calculation scheme, the single-particle distribution of each particle species is expanded in
i + e f i + e2 f i + · · · , where f i
a Chapman-Enskog series, i.e., in a gradient expansion [16,17], f ki ∼ f 0k
1k
2k
jk
is the j–th order solution of the expansion and e is a book-keeping parameter which counts the order of
thermal gradients. In contrast to the previous work in [11], we disregard any external field. To yield the
Navier-Stokes coefficients, the first order corrections to the local-equilibrium single-particle distribution
function are evaluated and diffusion currents are calculated using kinetic theory. The diffusion
coefficients are then the result of the comparison of these currents and Equation (1). Further details
on these calculations can be found in [18] and will also be presented in a forthcoming more detailed
publication [19]. We use natural units, h̄ = c = k B = 1, and we denote the Minkowski metric as
gµν = (1, −1, −1, −1).
2. Results and Discussion
In order to provide some understanding on the magnitude of the off-diagonal coefficients
compared to the usual diagonal terms, we need to carry out the calculation scheme for a specific
system with specified differential cross sections describing all possible particle interactions. For the
first evaluation, we restrict ourselves to the simplified case of elastic, isotropic, binary scatterings but,
√
in the case of hadronic matter, employ s-dependent cross sections. We use available experimental
data [20] and for all unknown interactions we employ constant cross sections and orientate ourselves on
Refs. [21–23] with values between 3 − 35 mb. Apart from applying the calculation scheme to a hadronic
system consisting of the 19 most lightest hadrons (p, p̄, n, n̄, π 0 , π ± , K0 , K̄0 , K ± , Λ0 , Λ̄0 , Σ0 , Σ± , Σ̄0 , Σ̄± ),
we also assume a simplified model for a conformal QGP, consisting of three flavors of massless quarks
and gluons. For this system, we fix the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio to η/s = 1/(4π ) such
that the total cross section runs with temperature as σtot = 0.72/T 2 [24,25].
We show our results in Figure 1 for the coefficient matrix in Equation (1). The results for the
hadronic system are plotted on a temperature interval ranging from 50 MeV to 160 MeV, and the
results for the simplified QGP are shown from 160 MeV up to 250 MeV. The baryo chemical potential
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is set to the values µ B = 0, 300, 600 MeV and to mimic a heavy ion collision, the chemical potentials
µQ and µS are adjusted such that we recover exact isospin symmetry and vanishing net strangeness.
First, in our evaluation we find that the diffusion matrix is symmetric, κqq0 = κq0 q , which is supported
by Onsager’s theorem [26,27] and therefore the problem is reduced to evaluating six coefficients.
We note that the results for the hadronic system show a much richer dependence in temperature
and baryo chemical potential than the dependencies in the conformal QGP model. This is due to
the vast number of different scales introduced by the massive hadronic species. In contrast, in the
conformal system the only scale is temperature because the baryo chemical potential also obeys
µ B ∼ T. In this case, evaluating the unitless diffusion coefficients leads to a (almost) constant value,
κqq0 /T 2 = const. The strong dependencies on the baryo chemical potential solely emerge in the baryo
sector of the diffusion coefficients, κ Bq0 , because only corresponding charge carriers can contribute
to the diffusion coefficient. For example, in a system without any particles with strangeness, all
coefficients in the strangeness sector vanish, κSq0 = 0.
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Figure 1. Evaluated diffusion coefficients κqq0 /T 2 of a system with 19 hadronic species plotted for
temperatures below 160 MeV and for a conformal system of massless quarks and gluons calculated for
temperatures larger than 160 MeV.

3. Conclusions
In order to describe diffusion processes in heavy ion collisions, we suggest that the complete
diffusion coefficient matrix, and therefore the implied cross-coupling of diffusion currents, must be
taken into account. We presented the first results for the coefficient matrix of two systems consisting
of baryon, strangeness and electric charge: for a hot hadron gas and a simplified model for a QGP
using kinetic theory. The calculated transport coefficient can be used in fluid dynamic simulations
or other models of heavy ion collisions. We suspect that these models could play a crucial role in
understanding processes that take place in low energy and high density heavy ion collisions at RHIC
BES, NICA or FAIR.
The off-diagonal entries of the coefficient matrix describe the coupling between the diffusive
flows of different charges, and our findings show that these can reach similar magnitudes as the
diagonal terms. We therefore suggest that the coupling of diffusion currents should not be neglected
in simulations of high density collisions, as we suspect that it will lead to significant effects in the
evolution of the charge currents. For example, one can imagine that due to the magnitude of κSB ,
gradients in baryo chemical potential could lead to the separation of net strangeness during the
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evolution of a high density collision, which would lead to measurable effects e.g., in the rapidity
distribution of strange particles. However, the scope of these effects depends on the dynamic evolution
of the thermal potentials αq . Therefore, our future investigations will focus on this direction. Moreover,
the calculated diffusion coefficients should be accessible from (hadronic and partonic) transport models
and a comparison to such evaluations would be desirable.
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